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E-Learning Business Partner: 
BWO Researches International

BWO Researches International, with its
program 'E-Learning Business Partner,' offers
comprehensive, customized e-learning
solutions for the North American market .



Our Mission

Our Expertise

E-Courses Development

LMS Administration

Consultancy & Training
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MISSION
OUR

Our mission is to revolutionize education and
training through innovative technology, ensuring

accessible and effective learning experiences.



OUR EXPERTISE:
LMS Development & Customization
We specialize in developing, hosting, and customizing Learning
Management Systems (LMS) tailored to your unique needs.

E-COURSES DEVELOPMENT:
Our team excels in creating engaging, interactive, and
informative e-courses designed for various educational
levels and corporate training.

LMS ADMINISTRATION: 
We provide full administrative support, including user
management, content updates, and technical assistance.

CONSULTANCY & TRAINING: 
Our consultancy services help institutions make informed
decisions, while our training ensures optimal use of e-
learning platforms.
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Client Testimonials

Fully Funded Research Projects.

LMS Projects: 150+
E-courses: 5000+
Served over 200 + clients 



Dave Newgass - CEO
Wise Global UK
They are very knowledgeable and are right on
top of things. Their communication along the
way was top notch! I will be working again with
PakTaleem and highly recommend them.

Safe Food Solutions US
Leslie Webster- MD

The Company was the perfect choice for us. They
delivered exactly what we wanted- even as our
parameters changed. They were extremely helpful and
patient as we worked through questions and answers.

Eileen Mcgurty- CEO
eYoga Studies US
They delivered exactly what we wanted- They were
extremely helpful and patient as we worked
through questions and answers. Would highly
recommend for any Moodle-related project.

Wally Schredl- CEO
IYT World, US
The Company was a very fortunate find for us - they
helped us sort out some difficulties and in doing do
was fast, efficient, and showed excellent skills. We
will definitely call upon them again next time we
need professional quality service.

CUSTOMERS 
SATISFACTION



Wesley Bullock - CEO
Omni College, US
Look forward to working with him again on my
next project, and the one after that! Truly a
pleasure to have gotten to know him, and to see
the quality of work that he can accomplish.

BARE International, US
Lura Cullen - MD

Great Job- Did exactly want | wanted
them to with the custom skin. Excellent
knowledge level that helped me consult
on the best way to approach my project.

Anna Wallengren -
PMCloud People Academy, GE
They are high qualified and very professional
developer. They easily adjust to different
work cultures and are flexible and is good to
advise on the best solution of a problem.

Nadine Muglia - Moodle Dev
Green Path Online, US
They completed the contract successfully
and in an appropriate time frame. They
communicated well and responded quickly.



WHY PARTNER WITH US?
Innovative Solutions: 

Our cutting-edge technology ensures your
institution stays ahead in the e-learning landscape.

Cost-Efficiency: 
We offer high-quality solutions at competitive

prices, ensuring maximum return on investment.

Dedicated Support: 
Our team provides ongoing support and training to

ensure seamless operation and continuous
improvement of your e-learning systems.



+1 437 232 5493
https://bwo-researches.com

info@bwo-researches.com

To explore how BWO Researches International can
enhance your e-learning initiatives, please visit our

website or contact us directly for a consultation.

Contact Us

Partner with us to transform your
e-learning experience today!


